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August 22nd - 24th in Toronto, Canada

Register Now for LinuxCon+ContainerCon North America 2016!
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In today's startup environment, it isn't enough to build a cool product using Linux. You must

make a sustainable, meaningful, and elegant product using Linux. Tenrehte designs and

manufactures electronics that save energy. From winning a best of CES award for their �rst

prototype, to saving massive amounts of electricity in global data centers, Tenrehte has been

and will remain an open-source and sustainable company. Audience is anyone interested in

learning about product development using Linux products, IOT products, and sustainable

design.
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Monday August 22, 2016 10:45 - 11:35 

Pier 3

   Business    View all LinuxCon Sessions

Attendees (3)

Jen Indovina

CEO & Founder, Tenrehte Technologies

Jennifer brings an extensive management, marketing, and engineering

background creating and building high growth companies to Tenrehte.

She has managed large international teams in a corporate setting and has

broad experience in new product development, technical marketing,

sales, and managing existing product lines with revenues over $50

million. Jennifer was previously the Director of Marketing for Vivace

Semiconductor where she led global... Read More →
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Take a tour or contact the event organizer for

event questions.

Use SCHED for event mobile apps.
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